Thongxy Phansopha
(they/them)

Thongxy is living the amerikkkan dream. After their families escaped a war-torn country exacerbated by U.S. imperialism, their parents had no choice but to settle in Fresno, CA. They identify a queer non-binary femme. While pursing higher education for upward mobility, learning the masters tools they also realized they were assimilating to the point of erasing their Lao identity. They withdrew from school and started their activism by showing up against tuition hikes made annually by UC Regents. From there they had been further radicalized by meeting other QTPOC and organizing against white supremacy. They currently are part of The Liberation Collective for Black Sacramento, Sacramento Solidarity Of Unhoused Peoples, Decarcerate Sacramento and volunteers for Anti Police Terror Project’s Jail Support. They are currently working to radicalize Lao Amerikans as well as the South East Asian Amerikan communities. They have many projects on the horizon, maybe another art collab, a second zine or music. They aren't doing any of those things they are definitely digging trenches in the garden.